Preference studies are becoming increasingly important within the medical product decision-making context. Currently, there is limited understanding of the range of methods to gain insights into patient preferences. We developed a compendium and taxonomy of preference exploration (qualitative) and elicitation (quantitative) methods by conducting a systematic literature review to identify these methods. This review was followed by analyzing prior preference method reviews, to cross-validate our results, and consulting intercontinental experts, to confirm our outcomes. This resulted in the identification of 32 unique preference methods. The developed compendium and taxonomy can serve as an important resource for assessing these methods and helping to determine which are most appropriate for different research questions at varying points in the medical product lifecycle.
Introduction
There is an emerging consensus that the patient perspective should be incorporated within decisions in the medical product lifecycle (MPLC; see Glossary) [1] [2] [3] [4] , where the medical product lifecycle in this study is defined as the lifecycles of drugs, biologics and medical devices. Broadly encouraging the involvement of patients has, therefore, become increasingly important [5, 6] . Taking the patient voice into consideration has not only become increasingly important for companies that develop new medical products but also for the authorities that assess, regulate and decide which products are effective, safe, well-tolerated and cost-effective [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
To incorporate the patient voice, patient preferences need to be explicitly explored or elicited through revealed-or stated-preference methods. In this paper, preference exploration methods are defined as qualitative methods that collect descriptive data through participant or phenomenon observation, examining the subjective experiences and decisions made by participants. Elicitation methods are defined as quantitative methods collecting quantifiable data for hypothesis testing and other statistical analyses. Whereas the use of revealed-preference methods still represents a methodological challenge in health, many different methods exist to assess stated preferences of patients [17, 18] . An up-to-date compendium of different stated-preference methods to explore or elicit patient preferences within the MPLC is missing.
There have been few publications on what methods can be used to assess patient preferences in a scientific way, in the context of the MPLC specifically. In 2001, Ryan et al. [19] provided an overview of methods known at the time for eliciting public preferences for healthcare. In 2015, the Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC) developed an overview of different preference elicitation methods as part of their framework on incorporation of patient preferences into regulatory assessments of medical devices [20] . Although both publications made useful contributions, the study from Ryan et al. [19] does not reflect methods developed since 2001, and the study from the MDIC [20] did not include preference explora-tion methods or use a systematic approach for identifying preference elicitation methods. Therefore, the aim of our study was to develop an up-to-date compendium and taxonomy of exploration and elicitation preference methods within the MPLC context. This will be an important step to further drive the incorporation of patient preferences forward, in addition to the study of van Overbeeke et al. [6] , and in developing guidance on when and how to assess patient preferences scientifically in the context of decision-making in the MPLC.
Compendium of preference methods
A systematic literature review was conducted, followed by an analysis of prior reviews by Ryan et al. [19] and from the MDIC [20] and expert consultations with international preference experts, to identify all potential preference exploration and elicitation methods within the context of the MPLC. In this paper, a broad definition of a preference method was used: any method that enabled us to gain insight into a patient's relative desirability or acceptability of specified alternatives; or choices among treatment alternatives or outcomes; or other attributes that differ among alternative health interventions [7] . Ultimately, 208 papers were analyzed during the systematic literature review to identify preference exploration and elicitation methods within the context of the MPLC. More information about the approach used in the systematic literature review is provided in Appendix A.1 (see Supplementary material online). An alphabetical overview of all reviewed full-text papers is listed in Appendix B (see supplementary material online).
We identified 19 different methods: five exploration methods and 14 elicitation methods, in the systematic literature review. The most frequently cited exploration methods included focus groups (n = 29, 13.9%) and (semi-)structured individual interviews (n = 47, 22.6%), whereas most cited elicitation method papers included discrete choice experiments (n = 57, 27.4%) and the visual analog scale (n = 12, 5.8%). Contingent valuation (n = 11, 5.3%), standard gamble (n = 11, 5.3%) and time trade-off (n = 11, 5.3%) were also frequently included in the analyzed papers. Four studies included best-worst scaling type 1,2 (n = 4, 2%).
Through the analysis of the preference method reviews of Ryan et al. [19] and the MDIC [20] , and after condensing several of these methods, we identified 23 preference exploration and elicitation methods. This selection included nine preference exploration and 14 elicitation methods. From these 23 preference methods, 13 methods were also identified in our systematic literature review (56%). The expert consultations confirmed the methods identified in the systematic literature review and in the analysis of prior preference method reviews. Also, consensus was reached on including four additional elicitation methods. The expert con-sultations also resulted in the exclusion of methods focusing on scale-related (e.g., Likert scales) or decision-making framework-related (e. g., multicriteria decision analysis) techniques, because these techniques were regarded as inconsistent with our definition of a preference method. As described above, we identified 19 methods through the systematic literature review, the 23 methods through the analysis of previously conducted reviews and the four additional methods via expert consultations. In total, 32 unique preference methods were identified: ten exploration and 22 elicitation methods. Table 1 summarizes and briefly describes these methods.
Taxonomy of preference methods
There are many ways to group preference methods. In this study, we grouped the identified methods according to their manner of data collection and the similarities in their method of analysis. This grouping was not intended to be a formal lexicon but primarily served as a taxonomy to organize results and to develop a compendium of preference exploration and elicitation methods. Preference exploration methods can be grouped according to the number of participants the method utilizes in one session ( Fig. 1 ). (Semi-)structured individual interviews, in-depth interviews and complaints procedures use interviews with one participant (n = 1) in a single setting or session. The Delphi Drug Discovery Today Volume 24, Number 7 July 2019 PERSPECTIVE Overview of identified methods
Method Description Refs
Exploration methods Citizens' juries b Group of individuals discussing issues on the basis of evidence provided by two trained moderators [24, 25] 
Complaints procedures b
Method in which stakeholders can register complaints to be investigated by experts [26, 27] Concept mapping b Method that utilizes small groups of participants responding to various topics or issues, while ensuring each respondent is given equal opportunity to express their opinions and address other group dynamic issues [28, 29] Delphi method a,b Structured, iterative forecasting method involving a panel of experts who provide anonymous responses to questionnaires with the opportunity to revise their responses when the anonymous summary of response from the prior round is revealed [30, 31] Dyadic interview a,b Method that utilizes two participants in a single interview, responding to open-ended questions asked by an interviewer to identify how a product, service or opportunity is perceived [32, 33] Focus group a,b Method that utilizes a group of interacting individuals that provide information about a specific issue to identify how a product, service or opportunity is perceived [34, 35] In depthindividual interview a,b
Interview technique that allows for an intensive discussion with one interviewee to explore their perspectives on a particular topic or theme, to gain a deeper understanding of this particular topic or theme. Often only a limited amount of questions or themes are prepared by the interviewer, and the rest of the questions are based on the response of the interviewee [36, 37] Nominal group technique b
Method that utilizes a group process that involves making decisions by vote and ranking responses given by members of the group [38, 39] Public meetings b Method to gain public opinions on particular issues by allowing general members of the public to attend and voice their responses [40, 41] (Semi-)structured individual interview a,b
Interview technique that allows new ideas to be brought up during the interview as a result of what the interviewee says in a semi-structured setting, whereas in the structured setting the interviewer strictly sticks to an interview guide and does not ask questions based on the response of the interviewee Method similar to regular conjoint analysis, but with adaptive conjoint choice tasks based on the earlier choices made within the survey, in theory allowing the survey to focus attention on those attributes or levels of those attributes that have the most influence on the choices of that individual. Unlike discrete choice experiments this method is founded in the theory of conjoint measurement (CM), which is more focused on the behavior of number systems instead of the behavior of human preferences [44, 45, 81] Allocation of points b Method that involves asking respondents to rate their conditions on scales, while knowing the weights which they attach to different criteria, indicating the relative importance of particular areas of their lives [46, 47] Analytic hierarchy process a,b
Method in which responders assess the relative importance of pairs of attributes (treatment endpoints, properties, criteria, items, objects, etc.) toward achieving a goal, where these responses are used to compute a weight for each attribute [20, 48] Best-worst scaling (types 1, 2, 3) a,b
Involves respondents answering surveys that include lists of attributes or profiles and being asked to indicate the best (or most appealing/important) and the worst (or least appealing/important) of them. This method consists of three types: in type 1 a set of attributes is showed that might not reflect the characteristics of any particular treatment, of which the respondent picks the best and worst. Type 2 involves a situation in which the attributes collectively characterize a particular profile and the respondent chooses the best and worst. In type 3 three or more profiles are shown and the respondent selects the best and worst profiles [20, 49, 50] Constant sum scaling c Constant sum scaling consists of a comparative scale where respondents are asked to allocate a fixed amount (or constant sum) of points, dollars or anything among a set of objects according to a criterion [51, 52] Contingent valuation a,b Method to determine the willingness to pay (WTP), where individuals are presented with a choice between not having the commodity valued and having the commodity but forgoing a certain amount of money. The money being that they are willing to forgo to have the commodity is their WTP for that commodity. WTP can be calculated directly using a threshold or indirectly using a discrete choice experiment for example [53, 54] Control preference scale a
The control preferences scale (CPS) is a method to determine the degree of control a patient wants regarding medical treatment. The preference orders are analyzed using unfolding theory to determine the distribution of preferences in different populations and the effect of covariates on consumer preferences [55] [56] [57] Discrete choice experiment a,b
Method that utilizes an attribute-based measure of benefit, during which individuals are offered a series of hypothetical choice situations (i.e., choice sets), from which they are asked to choose between two or more profiles. There are numerous variants of discrete choice experiments. In contrast to conjoint analysis, this method relies on a theory of the behavior of human preferences [for example random utility theory (RUM)] [58, 59, 60, 81] Measure of value b Method used to identify the optimal bundle of services to be provided given resource constraints. Individuals are asked to allocate a fixed amount of resources between different services. These allocations are analyzed to identify the trade-offs individuals make [61] Outcome prioritization tool a Instrument that allows participants to prioritize outcomes making use of a specific tool according to the 'trade-off' principle, implying that they are willing to compromise on the less important outcomes Method that determines the maximal change in one attribute respondents are willing to accept to achieve a given change in another attribute [20, 65] Q-methodology c Method that uses a specially designed response grid to present respondents with a set of statements and asking them to order, usually based on the extent to which they agree with them [66, 67] Qualitative discriminant process b
Method that involves a scoring and ranking process based on decision analysis technique, involving the definition of options in terms of qualitative categories, then deriving a numeric point estimate and finally solving a maximization problem with given constraints [68] Repertory grid method a Method used for eliciting personal constructs (i.e., what people think about a given topic). To identify preferences overlapping and rating techniques are used [69, 70] Self-explicated conjoint c
Method that asks explicitly about the preference for each attribute rather than the preference of several [71] Standard gamble a,b Method in which respondents are asked to choose between a certain outcome and a gamble that might result in either a better outcome with a probability P or a worse outcome than the original with a probability 1-P [72, 73] Starting known efficacy a Method similar to (probabilistic) threshold techniques, but with a specific known starting point. This method is specifically used within the context of the medical product lifecycle [74] Swing weighting b Method for setting the weights in which a decision-relevant range is specified for each attribute, and the impact of 'swinging' the attribute through that entire range of values is assigned a weight relative to the impact of swinging the attribute with the largest weight [19, 20] Test trade-off c Method that can be regarded as an extension of the time trade-off that is specifically used to evaluate a new biomarker by using risks (instead of time) as the equilibrating mechanism [75, 76] Time trade-off a,b Method that presents individuals with a choice between living for a period in a specified, but less than perfect, state versus having a healthier life for a period of time, where time is varied until the respondent is indifferent to the alternatives [20, 77, 78] Visual analog scale a,b A self-reporting instrument consisting of a line of predetermined length that separates extreme boundaries of the phenomenon being measured [79, 80] In total 32 unique methods were identified. a Identified in systematic review (19 methods). b Identified through analysis of previous preference method reviews (23 methods Grouping of preference exploration (qualitative) methods into three groups: individual, group and individual/group methods. Grouping of preference elicitation (quantitative) methods into four groups: discrete choice based, ranking, indifference and rating methods. method, focus groups, dyadic interviews, public meetings, nominal group technique and citizen juries typically direct questions to more than one participant (n >1) in a single setting. Concept mapping can employ either individual or group settings for data collection (n 1).
Preference elicitation methods can be grouped into four distinct groups (Fig. 2) , with methods from left to right being able to answer a smaller subset of research questions [a discrete choice experiment (DCE) is for example able to provide willingness-to-pay (WTP) information and probability scores whereas contingent valuation provides WTP information only]. First, discrete choice-based methods typically examine the importance of trade-offs between attributes and their alternatives through a series of choice sets that present (hypothetical) alternatives. Second, ranking (or related) methods were classified based on the use of ranking exercises to capture the order of alternatives or attributes within a presented set. Third, indifference techniques are methods that vary the value of one attribute in one of the alternatives until the participant is indifferent, or has no preference, between alternatives. Finally, rating (or related) methods are methods based on their utilization of comparative rating approaches, often allowing participants to express the strength of their preferences along a labeled scale.
Trends in the use of preference methods
With the systematic literature review, spanning 37 years of literature, we observed an overall upwards trend in the number of MPLC patient preference studies per year. The mean number of preference studies increased from 1.1 per year to 6.5 per year to 20.3 per year. This is for the periods 1980-2000, 2001-2010 and 2011-2016, respectively (Appendix C, see supplementary material online). We also observed that our included papers originated from all over the world, covering five different continents ( Table 2 ). The majority (73%) of papers were from North America (n = 90) and Europe (n = 62).
Analyzing the separate use of preference exploration and elicitation methods over time, we observed a trend of preference exploration methods being used more frequently in recent years. We did not consider the period 1980-2005 because this period only included a few Among preference elicitation methods, we observed that the number of papers that made use of a discrete choice experiment increased from 38% in 2002-2006 to 58% in 2012-2016. Papers that included a visual analog scale decreased from 16% to 3%, and contingent valuation showed a similar trend (17% to 9%). Standard gamble and time trade-off showed an upward trend, from 5% and 4% in 2002-2006 to 9% and 6% in 2012-2016, respectively. Overall, we observed that, over time, a more diverse group of preference elicitation methods was used.
Comparison of sources
The results of this study were partly in line with the results found by Ryan et al. (2001) and the MDIC (2015) [19, 20] . Fifty-six percent (13 out of 23) of methods reported by Ryan et al. [19] and/ or the MDIC [20] were identified in our systematic literature review. The differences arise because: (i) the search in this study focused specifically on methods to obtain patient preferences for drugs and medical devices, whereas Ryan et al. [19] focused on public views on the provision of healthcare; (ii) MDIC [20] excluded preference exploration methods; and (iii) the MDIC [20] effort did not use a systematic approach for identifying methods. The taxonomy of preference methods proposed in this study is also in line with results from Mt-Isa et al. [21] , Zhang et al. [22] and Gonzalez et al. [23] , in which elicitation methods were grouped by rating, ranking and trade-off (which included choice-based methods) techniques, although many other ways to group these methods are possible.
Results from our study's systematic literature review (19 preference methods identified) showed that most reviewed papers used focus groups, (semi-)structured individual interviews, discrete choice experiments or the visual analog scale to gain insights into patient preferences. Most of these studies were conducted in North America or Europe. We also showed that the mean number of patient preference studies for drugs and medical devices increased over time. Furthermore, this study showed that, for preference exploration and elicitation methods, a more diverse mix of methods (exploration and elicitation methods) was used over time to explore or elicit preferences.
Concluding remarks
In this study we developed an up-to-date compendium and taxonomy of preference exploration and elicitation methods in the context of the MPLC. The systematic review (19 methods), analysis of prior conducted preference method reviews (23 methods) and expert consultations (four methods) contributed to this compendium. In total, 32 unique methods were identified. Preference exploration methods were grouped in three main groups, whereas the preference elicitation methods were grouped in four main groups. Because choosing which method to use will depend on the MPLC phase and what the measured preferences are being used for, future research might focus on determining which methods are most appropriate to explore or elicit patient preferences, and under what circumstances, throughout the different phases in the MPLC. In addition, it might be of interest for future research to focus on the specific combinations of preference exploration and elicitation methods used in mixed-method studies, and the reasoning behind such study designs.
